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REVIEU OF THE IBlFLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS AND 
DECISIONS ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT ITS TE 

SPECIAL SESSION 

CONCLUSION OF AN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION OI+T THE SIREN G 
OF THE SECURITY OF NON-NUCLEAR-NEAE'ON STATES AGAINST THE USE 

OR THREAT OF USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

CONCLUSION OF AN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION TO ASSURE 
NON-NUCLEAR-VEAFON STATES AGAINST THE USE OR THREAT 

OF USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 

ISRAELI NUCLEAR ARMAMENT 

EtEVImJ OF THE IMl?LEMENTATION OF THE DECLARATION 
STRENGTHENING OF INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

ON THE 

PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BE'IVEEN STATES 

QUESTION OF THE MALAGASY ISLANDS OF GLORIEUSES, 
EUROPA ANDBASSAS DA INDIA 

JUAN DE NOVA, 

QUESTIOtTS RELATING TO INFO~4ATION 

DEVELOPMENT AND INTFZtNATIO~JAL ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION 

IMFLEMEtiiATIO~T OF THE PROGRAMME FOR THE DECADE FOR ACTIOIT TO 
COMBAT RACISM AND RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 

ELIMINATION OF ALL FORM3 OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION 

UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR 1JOilEN: 
DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE 

EQZKITY, 

ACTIVITIES OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC AND OTHER II'JTERESTS WHICH ARE 
IMPEDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECLARATION ON THE 
GRANTING OF INDEPENDENCE TO COLONIAL COUNTRIES Al!JD PEOPLES IN 
NAMIBIA AND IN ALL OTHER TEFRITORIES UNDER COLONIAL 
DOMINATION AND EFFORTS TO ELIMINATE COLOI~IALISII, APARTHEID 

AND RACIAL DISCRITlINATION IN SOUTHERN AFRICA 

DRAFTWORLD CRARTERFORNATURE 

LAUNCHING 3F GLOBAL NEGOTIATIONS OB INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC 
CO-OPERATION FOR DEVELOPXENT 
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kte verbale dated 14 Cctober 1980 frcm the Permanent .Mission of 
- Cuba to the United Rations addressed ?% the Secretary-General . -- 

ent Kission of Cuba to the United Lqations presents its compliments 
to the Secretary-General and has the honour to request him to circulate as an 
official document of the United Yations General Assembly, under agenda items 14, 18, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 36, 37, 41, 44, 45, 46, 49, 50, 51, 58, 59, 61, 
67, 74, 80, 86, 113 and 123, the annexed communiqu6 of the Extraordinary Neeting 
of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs and Heads of delegations of the non-aligned 
countries to the General Assembly of the United Mations at its thirty-fifth session. 

/ 
I . . . 



nisters for Forei Affairs and Heads of dele 
ries to the thirty-fi 

eting at the Head 
th a view to cons 
ng the present session, and which are o 

the non-aligned countries. 

nute of silence in honour of e President of 

the President of Botswana, Si 
Viet Itarn, Hr. Ton Euc Thang, and recall 
their countries and peoples, sna their inaefati;Table dedication to tie principles 
and aims of the Non-Aligned Movement. 

3. e meeting acclaimed the presence of the representatives of the 
Republic of Zimbabwe, which now participates in our E%ove in its capacity as 
independent aa sovereign State. 

4. The 
the acti 
State or 
for the 

e&s of delegations took note of the Chairman's report on 
n-aligned countries sine? the Sixth Conference of Heads of 
meed all nonaligned countries to continue their efforts 
e decisions therein adopted. 

5. The eting expressed satisfaction that a large n er of Ministers of the 
non-aligned and other countries participated in the seventh emergency special 
session of the General Assembly on the question of Palestine, which wss convened 
from 22 to 29 July 1980, at the initiative of the non-aligned countries in 

with the decisions of the Sixth Conference of Heads of State or 
of %on-Aligned Countries. The meeting also expressed satisfaction that's 
9" the question Palestine was adopted by an overwhelming majority of 

mbers of the United oils. The meeting'took note that the emergency special 
session will be resumed at sn appropriate time and that a report on the final 
odxome of the session will be submitted to the next ministerisl meeting. 

6. The meeting further took note of the convening of the sixth ercergency special 
session of the General Assembly and of the eleventh special session of the Assembly. 

/ . . . 
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7. The meeting heard the valuable contributions comprised in the statements of the 
Ministers for Foreign Affairs and Heads of delegations on the important and urgent 
items related to the current international situation, which enriched the work of 
the non-aligned countries durin g the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly. 

a. The Ministers expressed their concern at the continued deterioration of the 
international situation and the emergence of new hotbeds of tension. l%ey expressed 
particular concern at increasing foreign armed intervention involving the 
introduction and presence of foreign military troops, mercenaries or irregulars 
under any pretext lrhatsoever, against the sovereignty, independence and territorial 
integrity of States, and interference in their internal affairs as well as against 
the struggle of peoples under colonial or alien occupation for self-determination 
and national independence. Since the Sixth Conference of Heads of State or 
Government of Non-Aligned Countries was held, serious threats to the process of 
international d&tent have emerged, and the arms race, particularly the nuclear arms 
race, continues unabated. The continued presence of foreign military bases and 
the establishment of new ones, in the context of great Power rivalries and 
conflicts, and attempts to restore old and create new military pacts and alliances; 
the lack of agreement on solutions to the serious problems affecting th- world 
econow, particularly the economies of developing countries and their right to 
exploit their natural resources, contributes to a worsening of the internaticnal 
situation. The threats to human survival have never been as grave as they are 
today. The Ministers reiterated that it was impossible fully to ensure equal 
security for all States without strict observance by all States of the principle 
of inadmissibility of the We of force, intervention and interference in the 
internal affairs of States under any pretext whatsoever. They aTso considered that 
the easing of tensions in all parts of the world and a peaceful solution of 
international problems affecting world peace and security was not possible without 
the active participation of all States, including non-aligned countries, on an 
equal footing. 

9. The Ministers and Heads of delegations endorsed the conclusions of the 
Extraordinary Ministerial lleeting of the Group of 7’7, held on 29 and 
30 September 1980. 

10. The meeting examined the agenda of the thirty-fifth session of the 
General Assembly and agreed that the member countries of the Novement of Xon-Aligned 
Countries should give their priority, inter alia, to the following items and 
questions of common concern: 

I. Report of the International Atomic Energy Agency (item 14). 

II. Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to 
Colonial Countries and Peoples (item 18). 

III. 

IV. 

Question of Cyprus (item 23). 

Question of Palestine (item 24). 



VII. 

VIII. 

IX. 

X. 

XI. 

XII. 

XIII. 

XIV. 

xv. 

XVI. 

XVII. 

XVIII. 

XIX. 

Question of the Comorian islana of E 

e situation in the e East (it 26). 

Question of B ia (iten 27). 

Question of equitable representation on d increase 
membership of the Security Council (item 30). 

in the 

and social conseqwnces of the 
extr ly harmful effects on world peace 

Declaration of 
(item 36). 

the 1980s as the Second Dis 

Huclear capability of South Africa (item 37). 

Implementation 
Zone of Peace 

of the Declaration 
'(item 41). 

of the Indian 

Reviet; of the implementation of the reco n&&ions and decisions 
adopted by the General Assembly at its tenth special session 
(item 44). 

Conclusion of an international convention on the strengthening of 
the security of non-nuclear-weapon States against the use or threat 
of use of nuclear weapons; report of the Co 'ttee on Disarm~nt 
(item 45). 

Conclusion of an international convention to assure non-n-ixlear- 
weapon States against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons 
(item 46). 

Israeli nuclear armament (item 49). 

Review of the implementation of the Declaration on the Strendhening 
of International Security (*item 50): 

(a) Inplentaticn of the Declaraticn; 

b) I?on-interference in the interrcl affairs of States; drafting 
of a Ceclaration on Inadmissibility of Intervention and 
Interference in the Internal Affairs of States. 

/ . . . 



. 

XXI. 

I. 

. 

. 

I. 

III. 

mx. 

. 

Beacehih settlement of disputes between States (item 51). 

Quest&q of -t&e Xalagasy islads of Glorieuses, Juan de Bova, Europa 

lementation of the P 
isa and Racial. Discr 

eade for Action to Combat 

Equality, Development and. Peace 

Activities of foreign economic and other interests which are 
impeding the implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of 
Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples in Namibia and in 
all other Territories under colonial domination and efforts to 
eliminate colonialism, anartheid and racial discrimination in 
southern Africa (item 861. 

"The question of South African ggression against Angola and 
Zambia". 

Draft wbda Charter for Kature (item113). 

11. The eting resolved that non-aligned countries should act in close 
co-operation with each other in respect to these items and all other items of 
special concern to the non-aligned countries on the agenda of the thirty-fifth 
session of the General Assembly, in accordance with the principles and objectives 
of non-alignment, and resolved to extend support for non-aligned cnndidates in the 
principal organs of the United Rations. 

12. The Ministers and Heads of delegations further decided to review the 
of the srorking, contact aa drafting groups of the non-aligned countries. 

mandate 

13. The Ministers and Heads of delegations underlined the importance of the 
forthcoming conference of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the Ikn-Aline". 
Countries for the further enhancing of the role and effectiveness of non-alignment 

a/ 
this Ftem. 

The delegation of Senegal registered a reservation on the inclusion of 

/ . . . 
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in the solution of outstanding international problems. They decided to do-their 
utmost-in order to make that confereuc2 a full success. They took note with 
satisfaction that the Co-ordinating Bureau at the level of Permanent Representatives 
to the United Nations will meet soon in order to start the preparatory work of the 
next Ministerial Conference to be held at New Eelhi, India, at the beginning of 
next year, in close co-ordination with the host country. 

14. The meeting recalled that the twentieth anniversary of the founding of the 
Movement of Non-Aligned Countries will be commemorated next year. They noted with 
pleasure that India is arranging the celebration of the anniversary with the 
required solemnity on the occasion of the next -Ministerial Conference. The meeting 
invited all non-aligned countries to undertake appropriate steps at the national 
level to commemorate the occasion. 

15. The meeting took note of the valuable statemen t made by Premier George Price 
of Belize and reiterated its unconditional support for the earl;- and secure 
indepencience of Belize with all its territory. It was agreed that the 
independence of Eelize should no longer be delayed and that the Non-Aligned Movement 
will give its full support so m early tke-table for the independence of Belize. 

16. The meeting expressed its deep concern with an9 condemnation of the xounting 
terrorist acts against Hissions accredited to the United Uations and their 
personnel, the most recent of uhich was the assassination of a member of the 
Cuban Mission on 11 September 1982. In this connexion, the meeting recalled 
relevant decisions of the thirty-fourth session of the General Assembly and called 
upon the Secretary-General, in confo.rmity with the Agreement between the host 
country and the United Rations, to contact the Permanent Representative of the host 
country, in order to jointly seek from the Government of the host country the 
effective implementation of measures to ensure the safety of all Missions and their 
members accredited to the United Naizions, as well as the apprehension, prosecution 
and punishment of those responsible for these terrorist acts, in accordance with 
the provisions of the existing relevant international conventions. 


